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Seismic actions inevitably cause cyclic plastic deformations in steel frame connections, which is a common cause of failure in steel
structures. Nonlinear finite element (FE) static analysis has been employed in the study of the cyclic plastic behavior of a T-stub
connection based on the reported cyclic test on the corresponding extensively tested T-stub connection made of Q235 steel. In
particular, the isotropic-hardening and Chaboche constitutive models were employed to predict both the stress distribution and
plastic development on the T-stub and the hysteretic curves of the entire T-stub connection. ,e two constitutive models were
calibrated by four material tests to describe the yield and hardening behaviors of the Q235 steel used to make this T-stub
connection. ,e two sets of simulation results obtained from the simulations of the two FE models employed by the two different
constitutive models were compared with each other and with the experimental results.,e comparisons reveal that the simulation
results are similar and in good agreement with the experimental results when the cumulative plastic deformation in the T-stub is
small. However, the results of the FE analysis using the Chaboche model are in better agreement with the experimental results
when the cumulative deformation in the T-sub is large. ,is study can provide a reference for FE simulation of the cyclic plastic
behavior of steel connections, including the T-stub connection.

1. Introduction

In steel frame structures, beam-column connections are
important and diverse. When an earthquake occurs, the
failure of the beam-column connections directly lead to the
failure of the entire structure, thus causing casualties and
damage of properties [1, 2]. T-stub connection, which be-
longs to the semi-rigid type of connection, is a common
connection type with a simple mechanism, clear force-
transmission path, and a convenient method of construction
[3]. Previous experimental studies have shown that T-stub
connections have a better seismic performance than the
traditional welded one [4, 5]. Also, among all types of semi-
rigid connections, T-stub connection has the highest

bending capacity. ,erefore, T-stub connections have a
broad application prospect.

Numerous studies have been carried out on the static
performance of T-stub connections such as the total per-
formance [5–7] and the local performance [4, 8–16]. Most of
the studies on the total and local performances of T-stub
connections were carried out by the finite element (FE)
method, and the reason is that most of the phenomena such
as the development of plastic behavior of the T-stub cannot
be observed visually via experimental methods [8]. Tartaglia
et al. used the FE method to analyze the internal forces
developed in the flange and the bolt shank of the T-stub
specimen, and to investigate the influence of distance be-
tween the bolts and the transverse edge of flange and some
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constructional imperfections on the T-stub behavior [9]. For
the two European systems of high strength preloadable bolts
adopted in steel-structural connections such as T-stub
connections, D’Aniello et al. proposed some simplified
criteria for FE modeling, and the comparison between EC3
analytical and FE numerical models of T-stubs was made,
based on which some criticisms of the EC3 analytical pre-
diction of the T-stub response were made [10]. Faralli et al.
used the finite element method to assess the influence of
second-order effects on the deformation capacity of T-stubs
bolted to a rigid support through a parametric investigation
[11]. On the FE simulation of the overall or local perfor-
mance of the T-stub connections, there are lots of other
studies such as those reported by [13–15]. ,us, the FE
method is an important technique to study the static per-
formance of T-stub connections.

FE simulations of the static behavior of such structures as
the T-stub connections can be narrowed down to solving a
set of nonlinear equations only constructed by externally
applied nodal force f and internal equivalent nodal force p.
,e accuracy of the simulation results strongly depends on
the employed constitutive model of the integration points in
elements, which is used to calculate p 1[17]. ,e constitutive
model of structural steels can generally be described by the
incremental classical plastic theory, which is jointly defined
by a yield criterion, a criterion for plastic loading and
unloading, a strengthening rule, and a plastic flow rule [18].
,e strengthening rules can be divided into isotropic, ki-
nematic, and combined hardening, according to the varia-
tion of the size, shape, and position of the plastic loading
surface [18]. Regardless of the kind of strengthen rule
adopted, when the classical plastic theory is used to deter-
mine the constitutive relationship of an integration point, an
updating algorithm of the constitutive status is needed, in
which a tensor differential equation containing the hard-
ening modulus is solved [18]. Compared with a combined
hardening constitutive model, the computation of the
hardening modulus of an isotropic-hardening constitutive
model (IHM) is much less [18]. Moreover, when IHM is
adopted, the material stiffness matrix, which must be used
when performing FE simulations, can be obtained without
matrix inversion calculations, and this phenomenon can
greatly improve the calculation speed of the FE program
[19]. As a result, IHM is widely used in FE simulations of
steel connections under cyclic loading [6–8, 12–14].

Generally, there are large cyclic plastic areas in a T-stub
connection of a steel building when it suffers a large hori-
zontal reciprocating motion caused by a large earthquake.
One of the main reasons for structural failure is the cyclic
plastic deformation in the steel connections, which cannot
be described by IHM [20]. ,erefore, it is necessary to
choose a constitutive model that can accurately describe the
mechanical behavior of metals under cyclic plastic loading to
ensure high FE simulation accuracy of the behavior of the
T-stub connections.

Chaboche constitutive model (CHM) can capture the
cyclic mechanical behaviors of metals (like Q235 steel for
T-stub connections) such as cyclic hardening, Bauschinger
effect, ratcheting behavior, and mean stress relaxation [21].

,e reliability and superiority of CHM have been confirmed
by various experimental tests on the cyclic mechanical be-
havior of metals [22–24], and it is implemented in many
commercial FE software. Badnava et al. [22] used CHM to
predict the ratcheting effect of circular steel pipes under the
cyclic combined action of internal pressure in the pipe.
Shojaei et al. [23] also used the CHM to predict the
ratcheting effect of stainless-steel beams under cyclic
loading. ,e model was also employed by Mancini et al. [24]
to predict the cyclic plastic behavior of a three-layer alu-
minum frame under the motion of the base. ,e results
obtained from the above studies are satisfactory. However,
there are few reports on the application of CHM in the
prediction of the cyclic plastic behaviors of T-stub con-
nections under cyclic loading. ,ere may be two reasons for
this. On the one hand, CHM has more parameters to be
determined (see Section 2.3), and the calibration of these
parameters requires several material cyclic loading tests [25].
On the other hand, compared with IHM, CHM is more
complicated and, therefore, a higher computational cost is
required when it is used to update the constitutive state of an
integration point [19]. However, based on the superiority of
CHM, as mentioned in the above investigations, it is nec-
essary to study the differences in the prediction results of the
cyclic plastic behavior of T-stub connections obtained using
CHM and IHM.

Based on a reported pseudo-static test of T-stub con-
nection made of Q235 steel [26], the nonlinear static be-
haviors of the two connections whose constitutive model is
CHM and IHM, respectively, were studied with the help of
the ABAQUS code. In this study, first, four material tests
were completed, and the material of the specimens in these
tests was the same as the one used for manufacturing the
abovementioned T-stub connection. ,en the constitutive
parameters of CHM and IHM for the steel were calibrated
accordingly. Next, the FE model of the T-stub connection
was developed using Abaqus/CAE. Finally, Abaqus/Stan-
dard was adopted to complete the FE implicit static analyses.
,is study shows that the simulation results obtained using
the two constitutive models are similar and in agreement
with the experimental results when the cumulative plastic
deformation is small, but the results obtained using CHM
are in better agreement with the experimental results when
the plastic deformation is large.

,e structure of this paper is as follows: ,e mathe-
matical expressions of CHM and IHM, as well as the tests,
methods, and results of the calibration of the parameters of
the two constitutive models, are described in Section 2. In
Section 3, a T-stub connection, which had been extensively
tested with a cyclic loading scheme, is described firstly,
followed by a detailed description of the corresponding FE
model. ,e experimental and simulation results of this
T-stub connection are given in Section 4, and the conclusion
is given in Section 5.

2. Material Behavior

In this section, the two constitutive models employed in the
simulation of the cyclic plastic behavior of the really tested
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T-stub connection are described. ,en, the schemes and
results of the uniaxial tensile and cyclic loading tests used to
calibrate the constitutive parameters are discussed briefly.
Finally, the calibration method for CHM and the calibration
results for the two models are presented.

2.1. Constitutive Models. ,e constitutive equation (rate
form) given by the classical plastic constitutive theory can be
written as _σ � D: _ε, where σ is the stress tensor, D is the
material stiffness tensor, ε is the strain tensor, · represents the
rate form of variable, and “:” is the double dot product for
two tensors. ,e value of D depends on the material status
defined by the yield function f, which also defines the law of
development of the yield surface. ,e constitutive charac-
teristic of a material is elastic if f< 0, and under this
condition,D equals the elastic stiffness matrixDe, which is a
function of elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ] when the
material is isotropic. If f � 0, the constitutive characteristic
of the material is plastic, and under this condition, D equals
the elastoplastic stiffness matrixDep, which is determined by
the yield function, plastic flow rule, and consistency con-
dition constructed by the yield function [27]. Generally
[28, 29], the type of associated plastic flow rule is chosen at a
condition where the rate of plastic strain tensor εp can be
expressed as _εp � _λ(zf/zσ), where λ is the consistency
parameter. Also, for metallic material, f is often constructed
based on the Mises material model, in which _λ can be given
by the Prandtl–Reuss equation. ,erefore, when CHM and
IHM are adopted to describe the constitutive relationships of
the metallic materials used for making T-stub connections, it
is key to determine the mathematical form of the yield
function f based on the Mises model.

2.1.1. 2e Yield Function of the Chaboche Model. ,e yield
function f of CHM can describe the expansion and trans-
lation of yield surface, and when equivalent Mises stress is
used, f can be written as [30]

f(σ, α, k) �
3
2

sσ − sα( : sσ − sα(  
0.5

− k(κ) � 0, (1)

where α is the back-stress tensor defining the central co-
ordinate of yielded surface; sα is the deviatoric part of α,
which can be expressed as sα � α − (1/3)tr(α)I (tr(·) is the
trace operation and I is the unit tensor). sσ is the deviatoric
stress tensor, which can be written as sσ � σ − (1/3)tr(σ)I.
k(κ) is the hardening function that defines the size of the
yielded surface, where κ is the hardening parameter vector.
Usually, the hardening function can be modeled thus [30]

k(κ) � σy,0 + Q 1 − exp − bεep  , (2)

where εep is the equivalent plastic strain, σy,0 is the size of the
yielded surface when εep � 0, Q is the maximum value of the
radius increment of the yielded surface, and b is the changing
rate of the radius increment of the yielded surface with
plastic strain. In order to improve simulation accuracy, the
overall back-stress tensor α can be computed from the
relation,

α � 
N

j�1
αj, (3)

where αj is the jth back-stress component, and N is the
number of components. It is generally believed that α only
depends on the two field variables, σ and εep, and the
evolution rule of the component, αj, is defined as [30]

_αj �
Cj

k
σ − αj _εep − cjαj _εep, (4)

where Cj is the initial kinematic hardening modulus, and cj

is the parameter that determines the changing rate of the
kinematic hardening modulus.

In this study, k(κ) and α were constructed by calibrating
σy,0, Q, and b in (2) as well as Cj and cj in (3) based on the
results of material tests. ,us, the yield function f in (1) can
be obtained. In addition, two back-stress components were
used to construct α; hence, N in (3) equals 2.

2.1.2. 2e Yield Function of the Selected Isotropic-Hardening
Model. ,e yield function f of IHM can only capture the
expansion of the yielded surface, and when equivalent Mises
stress is used, f can be expressed as [18]

f(σ, k) �
3
2
sσ: sσ 

0.5
− k(κ) � 0, (5)

where k is the initial or subsequent yield stress, whose in-
dependent variable κ is scalar and is often replaced by the
plastic strain εp. ,us,

k(κ) � k εp . (6)

A series of points are captured to construct the k − εp

relationship in the above formula by a uniaxial tensile test
[18], which is adopted by Abaqus [30].

2.2. Experimental Tests on Specimens for Material Model
Calibration. ,e mechanical behavior of the specimens,
which were fabricated from the flange part of the mother
structural steel used in making the T-stub connections re-
ported in [26], was determined in this study, and the data
acquired from these tests were used to calibrate the pa-
rameters of the CHM and IHM. ,e geometries and di-
mensions of all the tested specimens are shown in Figure 1,
which also gives a real picture of a specimen. ,ere are two
different parts for each specimen: the cylindrical part with a
smaller diameter in the middle, which is the test target
region, and the part with a bigger diameter at both ends, the
clamped regions.

,e axial monotonic tensile and axial cyclic loading tests
were performed at room temperature to obtain the defor-
mation behavior of Q235 steel using a MTS809 tensile and
torsional fatigue testing machine. ,e test setup is shown in
Figure 2. Prior to the test, the specimens were clamped
between the grips of the test machine. An extensometer with
a gage length of 25mm (see Figure 2) was installed in the
middle of each specimen to accurately measure the average
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strain during the loading process. A scheme of strain-
controlled loading was used in the test, and the loading
frequency was set to 0.02Hz. ,e value of the stress can be
calculated by dividing the axial load by the cross-sectional
area of the measured region. A total of four axial loading
tests were performed. ,ree of the tests were axial cyclic
loading tests, and each of them was terminated when a stable
hysteresis curve appeared. To improve the accuracy of the
parameter calibration, three different strain amplitudes
(0.002, 0.005, and 0.01) were selected, and only one hys-
teresis loop was drawn under each strain amplitude because
the hysteresis loops under the same amplitude were very
consistent. ,e obtained σ − ε curves are shown in Figure 3.
,e fourth test was a uniaxial tensile test, which was ter-
minated at a tensile strain of 0.15.,e σ − ε curve obtained in
this test is shown in Figure 4.

2.3. Model Calibration. ,e parameters of CHM and IHM
were calibrated based on the methods for constructing the
hardening function k(κ) mentioned in Section 2.1 and the
material test results for the Q235 steel in Section 2.2. ,e

parameters of CHM were determined with reference to the
σ − ε experimental curves in Figure 3 and with the help of the
parametric identification method described in [25]. ,e
obtained parameters for CHM are summarized in Table 1.
Using these parameters and with the same loading scheme
mentioned in Section 2.2, the σ − ε curves obtained from the
FE simulation with only one element are also shown in
Figure 3. It can be observed from the figure that the FE-
predicted curves are in good agreement with the experi-
mental results. ,e key parameter of IHM, which is the k −

εp data mentioned in Section 2.1.2, was determined by the
uniaxial tensile test. Several samples of the k − εp data are
listed in Table 2. ,us, the hardening function, k(κ), can be
constructed using the parameters in Table 1 for CHM or the
data in Table 2 for IHM during FE simulations of the cyclic
plastic behavior of the reported T-stub connection.
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Target region

Extensometer

Figure 2: Test setup for the study of the material behavior.
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Figure 1: Geometry and dimensions of the material specimen (in
mm).
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3. T-Stub Connection’s Cyclic Loading Test and
FE Model

3.1. Test Introduction. ,e details of the cyclic loading test of
the T-stub connection whose behavior was simulated in this
study can be found in the literature [26]. ,e column and the
beam were made of standard Q235 H-shaped steel. ,e
T-stubs were obtained by cutting the same kind of H-shaped
steel. Grade 10.9 frictional-type high-strength bolts were used
to connect the column and the beam. ,e geometric di-
mensions of the entire connection and those of the cross-
sections are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the detailed
dimensions of the T-stubs. ,e diameter of the bolt holes in
both the top T-stub (Tt) and the bottom T-stub (Tb) was
22mm. A uniaxial tensile test was conducted to obtain the
stress-plastic strain (k − εp) curve of the steel designated as
40CR used for making the bolt assemblies, which is shown in
Table 3. It must be stated that the failure mode of the type of
T-stubs (Tt and Tb) can be estimated according to the me-
chanical and geometrical features of it and to the failure
description and criteria given in Sub-section 2.1 of [9], and the
estimated result is illustrated by Figure 7 in which the colored
regions with red are plastic ones under large deformations.

,e test setup is shown in Figure 8. ,e upper end of the
column was horizontally restrained by a reaction shear-wall,
and the lower end was fixed to a base. ,e vertical dis-
placement Δ and vertical load P at the load-applied end of
the beam were measured by an electronic displacement
meter and a force sensor on the actuator, respectively.
During the test, a displacement control scheme was adopted
to apply cyclic loads, and the sequence assembled by the
absolute values of the controlled displacements can be
remarked as dcon � d1, d2, d3, . . . , di, . . . , where di is the
absolute value of the controlled displacement in the ith load
level. When i≤ 3, d1 � 2mm, d2 � 4mm, and d3 � 5mm,
and di � (5 + 5(i − 3))mm while i> 3.

When the test started, but before the first cyclic load was
imposed, a vertical load was applied to the top of the column
at a design axial compression ratio of 0.2. When this step
finished, the other cyclic loads were imposed level by level,
and the load in each level began in a downward direction,
which was defined as positive, and cycled 3 times (see
Figures 5 and 8 for more information). ,e test was ter-
minated when themaximum load at a single level dropped to

85% of the ultimate load in all the levels. It should be noted
that the vertical actuator must be adjusted in real-time to

Table 1: Material parameters of Chaboche constitutive model for Q235 steel.

Steel type E (GPa) σy,0 (MPa) Q (MPa) b c1 (GPa) c1 c2 (GPa) c2

Q235 202000 270 200 40 2700 40 800 50

Table 2: k − εp experimental data for Q235 steel.

k (MPa) εp

270.000 0.000
324.510 0.018
386.250 0.047
440.250 0.118
445.000 0.150
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Figure 5: Geometry, dimensions, and loading point of the T-stub
connection (in mm).
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Figure 6: Geometry and dimensions of the T-stub (in mm).
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keep the axial pressure ratio constant all through the loading
process. Finally, the load-displacement (P − Δ) curve at the
load-applied point was obtained, which is described in detail
in Section 4.2 of this paper (see [26] for more test results
such as failure process and strain distribution).

3.2. FE Model. Because the T-stub connection is symmet-
rical about the longitudinal plane through the center of the
beam web (see Figure 9(a)), only half of it was established
using the ABAQUS software, as illustrated in Figure 9(b).

,e boundary conditions and loading scheme for the FE
model were in accordance with those for the really tested
model, as described in Section 3.1. In addition, the dis-
placement of the nodes of the element lying on the sym-
metrical plane, see Ss in Figure 9(a), was constrained along
the normal direction of Ss. A solid element designated as
C3D8I in the ABAQUS library of elements was adopted to
discrete the geometry of the T-stub connection. Generally,
the sweeping method was utilized to automatically complete
the discretization, but the area of the connection core and its
neighborhood, where the stress status was more complex
than other areas, were manually refined by elements with
smaller dimensions.,e final discrete FE model is illustrated
in Figure 9(c). Based on the geometry and boundary con-
ditions of the really tested T-stub connection, two FEmodels
were developed. ,e constitutive models for the three main
components of the models (T-stubs, column, and beam)
adopted the CHM whose parameters are shown in Table 1
and IHM whose parameters are shown in Table 2.

,e FE modeling methods of bolt assembly stated in [6]
were adopted to develop the FE models of the type of bolt
assemblies used in the studied connection. Each blot as-
sembly can be seen as a single continuous element composed
of two zones, namely, Zone 1 and Zone 2, as shown in
Figure 10(a). Zone 1 corresponds to bolt head and nut, while
Zone 2 corresponds to the shank. ,e dimensions of these
components are shown in Figure 10(b), and the value in the
bracket is the shank height of bolts in the flanges of T-stubs,
which is different from the bolts in the webs of the T-stubs,
which are equal to 22mm. ,e sweeping method was also
utilized to complete the discretization with the same type of
element, C3D8I, and Figure 10(a) shows the result. ,e bolt
assemblies were made of 40CR steel, and nomatter which FE
model of connection a bolt assembly belongs to, it adopted
IHM with E� 202GPa and a Poisson coefficient of υ� 0.3.
,is IHM was calibrated on the basis of a corresponding
monotonic test, and Table 3 shows its constitutive param-
eters. In accordance with the test scheme, a preloaded in-
ternal tensional force equaling to 155 kN was added to the
shank before loading at the end of beam, and during the
loading, the height of shank was controlled as a constant in
which condition the internal tensional force varied.

All the contact surfaces in the FE model, as shown in
Figure 9(d), were modeled according to the real-life conditions.
,ere were both compression effects in the normal direction
and frictional effect in the tangential direction between the
contact surfaces of the T-stub and the beam/column S1, cs in
Figure 9(d) and that between the bolt/nut and the T-stub/beam/
column S2, cs in Figure 9(d). ,erefore, a combination was set
with a hard contact mode to simulate the normal contact be-
havior and aCoulomb frictionalmode to simulate the tangential
contact behavior. ,e frictional coefficient of the Coulomb
frictional mode was set to 0.4. ,ere is a normal pressive effect
mainly between the bolt shank and the bolt holes; therefore, only
the hard contact mode was adopted. Loads were applied in two
steps in the simulation.,e first step involved the preloading of
the bolt, and the second involved the application of the cyclic
loads level by level. Both steps must be in accordance with the
test scheme. ,e simulation results are detailed in Section 4.

Table 3: k − εp experimental data for 40CR steel.

k (MPa) εp

1063.90 0.000
1079.89 0.010
1086.45 0.013
1099.10 0.024
1107.89 0.041

Tensional
force

Figure 7: ,e estimated failure mode of T-stub by analytical
method.

Figure 8: Test setup of T-stub connection for static behavior.
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4. Numerical Simulation Results
and Discussion

In this section, by the CHM-S and IHM-S, the simulation
results, including the distributions of the Mises stress σmi

and equivalent plastic strain εep of the upper T-stub (Tt), and

the load-displacement (P − Δ) curves at the load-applied
point are presented and discussed. Herein, the abbreviation
CHM-S represents the simulation work on the FE model
copy that adopted the Chaboche constitutive model, and
IHM-S represents that on the other copy that adopted the
isotropic-hardening constitutive model.

Taking half of
the joint and
discreting it

Refining the
core areas

Setting
contract

behaviors

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Ss

S1, cs
S2, cs

Figure 9: ,e finite element modeling of T-stub connection. Note: Ss is the symmetry plane of the connection; S1,cs the contact surfaces
between the T-stub and the beam/column; S2,cs the contact surfaces between the nut and the T-stub/beam/column.
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(a)

20

12
12

34

34
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Figure 10: Components and dimensions of the FE geometry model of the bolt assembly. (a) Components. (b) Dimensions (in mm).
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4.1. σmi and εep of Tt. It has been pointed out that the cyclic
plastic behavior of T-stubs greatly affects the overall cyclic
plastic behavior of a T-stub connection [3, 4]. Both theMises
stress σmi and the equivalent plastic strain rate
_εep � ((2/3)_εp: _εp)(1/2), where _εp is the plastic strain rate, are
two important parameters to determine the degree of a
material point in a plastic status under a complex stress
condition. It was found that the two simulation results, σmi

and εep, depend on the constitutive model employed, and the
behavior of the upper T-stub, Tt, of the connection is ex-
tremely similar to that of the lower T-stub under cyclic
loading. ,erefore, only the Tt component in each FE model
was considered in the illustration of the σmi and εep at
different loading levels. Considering the CHM-S and IHM-S,
the obtained results were different, as well as the evidence
which was used to demonstrate the other results showed in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 was obtained.

4.1.1. Mises Stress σmi of Tt. Some σmi contour plots selected
as the representatives of Tt are presented in Figure 11; the
subfigures on the left column are those obtained from IHM-
S when the displacement is Δ1st,+ ∈ dcon � 5, 20, 40, 60{ } mm
and those on the right column, except the one at the top, are
those obtained from CHM-S when Δ1st,+ ∈ dcon �

20, 40, 60{ } mm. Herein, Δ1st,+ denotes the positive dis-
placement of the load-applied point which first reaches the
controlled displacement in each loading level. ,e color bar
that shows the color scale of the stress contour plots is also
shown in Figure 11.

It can be observed from the subfigures in Figure 11 that
the distribution and diffusion of σmi given by CHM-S were
similar in quality to those obtained from IHM-S. ,e stress
at the geometric discontinuities, such as the bolt holes and
web flange junctions, varied drastically, whereas it changed
smoothly at the continuous areas far from the discontinu-
ities. Both phenomena are consistent with the Saint Venant’s
principle. ,e areas to be yielded (σmi ≥ 270MPa) increased
with the increase in Δ1st,+, and before Δ1st,+ first reached
60mm, most areas of the T-stub had yielded.

However, there are obvious quantitative differences
between the σmi given by IHM-S and that from CHM-S
when Δ1st,+ reaches a large dcon. It can be observed from
Figure 11 that the color-value of σmi at the geometric dis-
continuities determined by CHM-S is significantly larger
than that of IHM-S when Δ1st,+ � dcon≥ 40mm and espe-
cially when Δ1st,+ � 60mm. ,is quantified difference in σmi

indicates the quantified difference in the degree of plastic
development given by IHM-S and CHM-S, which will be
further discussed in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.2. Equivalent Plastic Strain εep of Tt. Along four typical
paths atTt, the corresponding four areaswere chosen to analyze
the plastic development behavior. ,ese four paths, which are
named as l1, l2, l3, and l4, respectively, are shown in Figure 12.
,ey are accurately positioned by a Cartesian coordinate
system, xyz. ,e xoz plane on this system coincides with the
flange surface SF, whereas the xoy plane coincides with the stem
surface SW. ,e intersection line between SW and SF is

designated as l0, and each of the l1, l2, l3, and l4 is parallel to l0.
,e two typical paths, l1 and l2, are located on SF, whereas l3 and
l4 are on Sw. ,e distances from l0 to l1, l2, l3, and l4 are 16, 4, 4,
and 16mm, respectively. ,e εep on each path when
Δ1st,+ ∈ dcon � 5, 10, 20, 40, 60{ } is shown by the x − εep curve
in Figure 13, where x is the x-coordinate value of a point on the
path. On the legends of the x − εep curves, ΔIand ΔCindicate
the displacements obtained in IHM-Sand CHM-S, respectively,
and the values without dimensional units are the magnitude of
the displacements. Here, it is worthy of note that although there
are nonzero values on the x − εep curve for path l2 when
Δ1st,+ � 10, the curve cannot be plotted in Figure 13(b) nor-
mally because the εep values on the curve are much smaller
than those on other curves of this same subfigure.

It is perceptually obvious that the plastic behavior of Tt,
from the x − εep curves in Figure 13 obtained fromCHM-S is
similar to those deduced from the curves obtained from
IHM-S. From the x − εep curves of l1 and l2 or l3 and l4, it is
found that, at the same loading level, the farther away from
l0, the lower the degree of plastic development. On the same
path, according to the subplots of Figure 13, it can also be
concluded that the higher the loading level, the greater the
degree of plastic development. For a given x and Δ1st,+ higher
than 20mm, εep on the path l2 is much greater than that on
path l1, andεep on the path l3 is much greater than that on the
path l4. ,e combination of the above characteristics of εep

corresponds to the flange prying-up phenomenon of T-stub,
which was predicted during the designing and discovered
during the tests, as shown in Figures 7 and 14. However,
according the four subfigures of Figure 13, it is obvious that
for a given x and Δ1st,+, the εep calculated by IHM-S is
different from that calculated by CHM-S, especially at the
area near the intersection line of the web and flange. ,is
observation indicates that IHM and CHM would give dif-
ferent results when they are used to predict the level of
plastic development, especially in the area with large εep.

4.2. Hysteresis Curve. ,e three force-displacement hyster-
esis curves obtained through IHM-S, CHM-S, and experi-
ment are shown in Figures 15 and 16. It is observed that each
of the two simulation curves can well capture the pinching
effect of the experimental hysteresis curve. As a whole, each
contour of the two predicted curves is consistent with that of
the experimental curve; hence, it is inferred that the pre-
diction model, whose configuration is stated in Section 3.2 in
detail, can well simulate the friction and contact behavior of
the really tested T-stub connection under large deforma-
tions. However, in the later loading stages, there is a re-
markable difference between the ultimate bearing capacities
of the two FE models, which is attributed to the different
hardening criteria defined by CHM and IHM. As can be
observed in the plots, the ultimate bearing capacity calcu-
lated by CHM-S is more consistent with the experimental
value than that calculated by IHM-S.

4.3. Skeleton Curve. ,ere are several loops on the P − Δ
curve in a single loading level, which belong to the entire
hysteresis curve, and the skeleton curve is the one that
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connects the reverse loading points of the first loop at each
loading level. For a structure under study, the skeleton curve
can reflect both the strength and stiffness, and it is the basis
for determining the ductility of the structure and restoring
the force model [31].

,e skeleton curves of the T-stub connection obtained
through IHM-S, CHM-S, and experiment are shown in
Figure 17. From the figure, at least three inferences can be
made. Firstly, it is obvious that the initially small segment of
the skeleton curve obtained from CHM-S basically coincides

with the same segment of that obtained from IHM-S when
the elastic response of the two FE models dominates. Sec-
ondly, it is obvious that the two originally coincided seg-
ments branch as the displacement increases, more precisely,
as the plastic deformation develops. ,irdly, the skeleton
curve obtained from CHM-S coincides more with the ex-
perimental curve than that obtained from IHM-S.

,ere is also a need for numerical analysis of the degree
of deviation of each of the two simulation skeleton curves
from the experimental curve at different loading levels,

(a)

S, Mises
(Avg: 75%)

+8.000e + 02
+7.333e + 02
+6.667e + 02
+6.000e + 02
+5.333e + 02
+4.667e + 02
+4.000e + 02
+3.333e + 02
+2.667e + 02
+2.000e + 02
+1.333e + 02
+6.667e + 01
+0.000e + 00

(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 11: Mises stress σmi contour plots for Tt T-stub. ,e above contour plots are those obtained when the displacement is at the loading
point Δ1st,+ ∈ dcon � 5, 20, 35, 60{ }; ΔI represents the IHM-S result, and ΔC represents the CHM-S result. (a) (L1) ΔI � 5mm. (b) (R1). (c)
(L2) ΔI � 20mm. (d) (R2) ΔC � 20mm. (e) (L3) ΔI � 35mm. (f) (R3) ΔC � 35mm. (g) (L4) ΔI � 60mm. (h) (R4) ΔC � 60mm.
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Figure 12: ,e typical paths of Tt.
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Figure 13: Continued.
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Figure 13: Equivalent strain εep at paths l1, l2, l3, and l4. (a) Path l1. (b) Path l2, (c) Path l3, (d) Path l4. ,e values without the unit in the
legends indicate the displacement; εep is the value when the displacement at the loading point Δ first reached dcon ∈ 5, 10, 20, 40, 60{ } mm; ΔI
represents the IHM-S result and ΔC represents the CHM-S result.

Figure 14: Flange prying-up phenomenon of T-stub.
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Figure 15: Comparison between the hysteresis curves from the experiment and that of IHM-S.
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especially after the plastic deformation sets in. Because the
stiffness of the T-stub connection is greatly influenced by the
plasticity of the T-stub [3, 4], the dimensionless index
βΔ
≜ (|δ

y
→ − Δy|/|Δy|)was constructed to make the com-

parison reasonable and facilitative, where Δy is the dis-
placement of the loading point at the first appearance of the
yield zone on Tt, δ y

→ is the peak or valley displacement of a
loading level when Tt has yielded, and Δy and δ

y
→ must

have the same sign. For the T-stub connection discussed
herein, it was found that the absolute value of Δy obtained
from CHM-S is approximately equal to that of IHM-S
based on the simulation data, and the estimated value,
|Δy| � 7.5 mm, was used to analyze the degree of deviation
aforementioned. Based on the above two preparative

works, the positive peak reactive forces, Pp+, at the loading
point in the first cycle of the loading levels when dcon > Δy

are all shown in Table 4. As shown in the table, the three
variables, Pt, PI, and PC, whose subscripts p+ are omitted,
are the positive peak reactive forces obtained from the
experiment, CHM-S, and IHM-S, respectively. ,e table
also presents the comparative results of Pp+ from CHM-S
and IHM-S with that from the experiment. Based on the
data in Table 4, the results obtained from CHM-S are
better than those from IHM-S considering their consis-
tency with the experimental results. Also, considering the
boundary shapes of the hysteresis curves shown in Fig-
ures 15 and 16, the same conclusion is drawn when the
negative peak reactive forces, Pp− , are compared.
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Figure 16: Comparison between the hysteresis curves from the experiment and that of CHM-S.
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Figure 17: Comparison between the skeleton curves from the experiment and those obtained by simulation.
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5. Conclusion

Accurate FE simulations of beam-column steel connections
such as T-stub connection under a large cyclic plastic de-
formation is vital in making rational investigations of their
plastic deformation capacity. A numerical FE model of a
reported and extensively tested T-stub connection was de-
veloped to study the predictive differences of the quasi-static
behaviors caused by the selection of two constitutive models
in the case of large cyclic plastic deformation. One of the
models employed the isotropic hardening constitutive
model (IHM), which has been widely used in previous
studies on the plastic deformation capacity of T-stub con-
nections. ,e other model is the Chaboche constitutive
model, which has not been extensively employed for such
studies. It can give a more accurate model of material be-
haviors under cyclic plastic conditions. ,e parameters of
the two constitutive models were calibrated through a
uniaxial tensile test and three cyclic tension-compression
tests. ,e steel specimens for the calibration of constitutive
models were fabricated from the same structural steel used
to manufacture the T-stub connection. Both FE models that
adopted IHM and CHM were simulated under the loading
scheme of the really tested connection. ,e main conclu-
sions are drawn thus:

(1) .,e choice of IHM or CHM has little influence on
some qualitative indexes, such as the distribution
laws of Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain, εep,
in the T-stub, as well as the pinching effect of the
hysteretic curve. However, it has a significant in-
fluence on such quantitative indexes as the values of
εep in the T-stub and the reacting force at the loading
point when a controlled displacement with the same
history occurs.

(2) ,e simulation results of the two FE models with
different constitutive models are similar and in
good agreement with the experimental results
when the cumulative plastic deformation is small.
However, the results obtained from the model
using CHM are in better agreement with the ex-
perimental results than that obtained from the
model using IHM when the plastic deformation is
large.
For further studies, CHM can be adopted to perform
critical FE simulations on the cyclic plastic behavior
of T-stubs as well as on the cyclic plastic behavior of
the overall T-stub connections.

Abbreviations

IHM: Isotropic-hardening constitutive model
CHM: Chaboche constitutive model
IHM-S: ,e simulation work on the FE model adopted

CHM
CHM-
S:

,e simulation work on the FE model adopted
IHM

Nomenclature

Tt: ,e top T-stub in the FEmodel of T-stub connection
li: ,e ith path in Tt
t, I, C: denoted by test, IHM-S, and CHM-S
±: Positive (+) or negative (− ) at the loading point
·: Rate form
E: Material elastic modulus
]: Poisson’s ratio
ε: Strain scalar
εp,
εep:

Plastic strain scalar and equivalent plastic strain

σ, σ: Stress tensor and stress scalar
α: Back-stress tensor
sy,0: Initial yield stress scalar
k: Hardening function or value of a hardening function
σmi: Mises stress
Δ: Vertical displacement at the loading point
Δ1st,+: ,e maximum positive Δ in a single loading level
Δy: ,e Δ when a yield zone firstly appears in Tt
δ

y
→: ,e peak Δ in a single loading level after Δy appears
P: Vertical load at the loading point
Pp,Pu: ,e peak P in a single loading level, the ultimate P in

all loading levels
dcon: Absolute value of controlled displacement at the

loading point
dcon: Sequence of some dcon
di: ,e dconduring the ith loading level
βΔ

: ,e index of T-stub connection plastic development.
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Table 4: Comparison between some positive peak loading forces Pp+ and the comparisons between them.

δ
y

→ (mm) βΔ
Pt (kN) PI (kN) PC (kN) (|PI − Pt|/Pt)/% (|PC − Pt|/Pt)/%

10 0.33 54.5 44.5 47.5 18.4 12.8
20 1.67 84.7 72.3 81.3 14.6 4.01
40 4.33 129.8 108.4 127.5 16.5 1.77
60 7.00 137.5 138.3 124.1 9.75 0.58
70 8.12 133.5 127.2 135.9 4.72 1.80
Note. ,e subscript, p+, which denotes a positive peak was omitted, and the subscripts t, I, and C, denote the results from the test, IHM-S, and CHM-S,
respectively.
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